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SUPPLEMENTAL EXCAVATIONS AT THE ARCH CREEK SITE

DADE COUNTY by

MIAMI-WEST INDIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

LOCATION: Sec. 28, Twn. 52S., Rng. 42E.

SITE RECORDED: DA-23. Dan D. Laxson, Hialeah, Florida

Supplemental Report: Arthur Marler, Broward Co. Archaeological Soc.

Occupation: Aboriginal indian site. Glades II to Glades IIIa period

Full ceramic and non-ceramic artifact records available from
previous excavations.

Suggested salvage excavation on short term notice. 60 days.

Survey small area, avoiding areas previously excavated

by Laxson and Marler. Set datum stake. Lay out one 5'x20' trench

marked off in 5' squares, north-south. One trench 5'x20' marked
off in 5' squares, east-west. Use arbitrary 6" levels. Excavate
to bedrock or sand. Screen everything.

The excavating group must be allowed to place these

trenches in such a manner as to avoid trees and tree roots to the

best advantage. The trenches do not have to be contigious.

An accurate account of the material excavated must be kept by LEVEL.

-- . The Arch Creek Site is one of the last of the large
aboriginal indian sites to fall before the wheels of progress.
If iY cannot be preserved in its entirety, at least preserve as

full account as possible for the records.

Site records are kept at:

Division of Archives, History and Record Management, The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 Att. State Archaeologist.

The University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. 32601

The Florida State Museum, Gainesville, Fla. 32601

Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Fla.
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TIE ARCH CREEK SITE

Pit E-W, Unit #1

This pit is 5' x 10' and lies 3' north of an East-West line established on h/1
by Bob Patton, Ted Huna, Jack Erne and others, and 10' west of the datum point.

The pit was supposed to furnish a good sample of the Indian artifacts present

the site, or at least to furnish some information about the site.

The screen was set up near the pit area, and screening of the dirt began. It'

decided to dig in 6 inch levels, segregating the material found for counting and an

LEVEL 1 (0-6") was completed on h/16. After washing, drying and sorting, thi

level was found to contain 1h8 pottery sherds of which 1 was Dade Incised; 3 were u

ified wares (not local); 16 were Goodland Plain, (a Calusa, West Coast,ware); 2 wer

St. Johns Plain (a trade ware from North Florida); the rest were 126 Glades Plain,
usual home-made sand-tempered pottery of South Florida, or 85% of the total.

The non-ceramic artifacts found were: 5 shark vertebrae, 2 Strombus celts or

scrapers; 1 Busycon gouge; 2 shell awls; 2 Columella tools; 8 worked Columella tips

The many food shells in various stages of disintegration were estimated at about 20

shells. Only shells that were obviously worked by grinding or chipping were counte

The pottery found at this level was predominently of Glades II age, so far as

can be told, with possible dates from about 400 A.D. to 1250 A.D. No really old ty

were found, nor were any later types usually found in such sites. Specifically, no

Glades Tooled, Surfside Incised, nor St. Johns Checkstamped sherds were found. The

entire Glades III was missing. The conclusion can only be that this area had been

dozed years ago, and the top layer completely removed. Therefore, we have a distur

site, and that fact must be considered in our later judgements about the site.

LEVEL 2 (6"-12") Almost immediately stone was struck at numerous places acros

pit. It was found that the stone (Miami Oolite) was composed of twisting ridges, w

large holes between the ridges. This is quite typical surface rock in this area, a

weathered, eroded surface pitted with "solution holes". Normal stratigraphic or le

digging was therefore out of the question.

Each hole was laboriously dug out with trowels, and the contents screened. At

about 18" below the surface a clean brown sand barren of artifacts was encountered.

Further digging yielded lighter sand but no more artifacts. So this level is reall

"6" to barren sand", and is so reported.

Level 2 yielded a total of 353 potsherds, distributed as follows: Key Largo

Incised (3); Dade Incised (h1); Unclassified Incised (3); Unclassified Wares (2);

Goodland Plain (16); and Glades Plain (288), or 92.7% Glades Gritty Ware.

Non-ceramic artifacts found were: shark vertebrae (h); Strombus celt (1);

Columella tools (2); Columella tips (16); worked shell (5); and Busycon tool (2).

The pottery found in this level was chronologically Glades II, little if any c

than this in Level 1. This is disturbed strata.

However, the material at the bottom of these holes has not been disturbed. It

therefore assumed that this pottery must be the oldest pottery in this part of the

At this time, one week after the beginning of excavations, we have not yet found ar

material that predates the previous excavations at this site.
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NOTE : The "Dade Incised" pot was a mass -of sherds found by Alice Cohen. Many
pieces have been glued together into three sub-assemblies. More sherds may yet shc
up. This pot has a unique incision, probably a modification of Dade Incised. We
call it "Alice's Pot", and it is the nearest thing to a restorable pot we have yet
found.

Many food shells were found, many mere fragments. These unworked shells numbe
372.

After excavation of this pit, the Oolite was brushed throughly to reveal the
topography, for photographic records.

The total ceramic artifacts found in this pit numbered 5Ol, 90% of these being
Glades Gritty Ware. The total non-ceramic artifacts found in this pit numbered 30.
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THE ARCH CREEK SITE

Pit N-S, Unit #2

This is a 5' x 10' pit, 3' west of the North-South line through datum, and 8'

north of datum. It was originally thought to be part of the best remaining 
area of

the site for excavation, and is only a few feet from Unit #1.

LEVEL 1 (O-6"BS) After screening, washing, drying, and sorting this level wa

found to contain 56 pottery sherds of which there were: Key Largo Incised (1); Dad

Incised (14); Ft. Drum Rim Pinched (1); Belle Glade Plain (1); Goodland Plain (3);

and Glades Plain (including 2 rims and 34 body sherds), or 92.8% 
Glades Gritty Ware

Non-ceramic artifacts found were: shark vertebrae (5); shark teeth (1); bone

bi-points (I); Strombus celt (1); scraper (1); Busycon gouges and whole shell tools

(9); Columella tool (1); Columella tips (6); and worked shell 
(1).

The recovered potsherds indicate generally Glades II 
age, essentially the same

as Unit #1, previously reported. No late or early pottery found yet. Other artifa

agree with Glades II age.

LEVEL 2 (6" to Barren) Bedrock ridges came up into Level 1 
at places. The st

was like that found in Unit #1. All material found in the solution holes was list

as Level 2, to barren sand.

In this level 203 sherds were found, as follows: Key Largo Incised (3); Miam

Incised (18); Ft. Drum Rim Ticked (1); Ft. Drum Rim Punctated (3); Cane Patch Inci:

(1); Unclassified (9); Belle Glade Plain (2); Goodland Plain (11); St. Johns 
Plain

(1); and Glades Plain (9 rims and 145 body sherds), or 93.1% Glades Gritty Ware.

Non-ceramic artifacts found were: shark vertebra (1); Strombus celt (1); Col

umnella tools and tips (13); shell awl (1); shell pendant (1); and bone pin (1).

The Cane Patch Incised and Ft. Drum Rim decorated sherds may be slightly earl

than the Glades II date for Level 1. The Miami Incised pot is a variant with 2

incised patterns. One is a conventional Miami Incised 5-line diagonal pattern, bu

the other incising is similar to the unique incising 
on "Alice's Pot" from Unit #1

This pot is partially restored.

The "Unclassified Incised" pot has a highly unusual 5-stacked curves incising

like Opa-Locka Incised, but upie on Could it have been stamped with the stamr

tool reversed?

After excavation of this pit, it was brushedthoroughly to reveal the topograp

for photographic records.
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TIE ARCH CREEK SITE

Pit E-W, Unit .#3

This pit is an extension of Unit #1 for 10 to the west. The procedures fol-
lowed were the same as in Unit #1.

LEVEL 1 (0-6") This level yielded a total of 198 potsherds, distributed as
follows: St. Johns Checkstamped (2); Key Largo Incised (11); Dade Incised (h);
Miami Incised (1); Belle Glade Plain (h); Goodland Plain (13); and Glades Plain
(9 rims and 154 body sherds), or 90.L-% Glades Gritty Ware.

Non-ceramic artifacts found were: shark vertebrae (16); bone bi-points (2);

Strombus celts and scrapers (3); Busycon tool (1); Columella tools (6); Columella
tips (12); and worked shell (gouges, etc.) (6).

The sherds in this level were generally of Glades II age. However, 2 Glades

III sherds were also recovered.

LEVEL 2 (6" to Barren) In this level a total of 232 sherds were collected,
distributed as follows: Key Largo Incised (1); Miami Incised (6); Ft. Drum Punc-
tated (8); Goodland Plain (29); and Glades Plain (21 rims and 167 body sherds),
or 87.5% of Glades Gritty Ware.

Non-ceramic artifacts found were: shark vertebrae (2); Strombus celt (1);

Busycon tools (6); Columella tips (22); and worked shell (6).

The sherds in this level were of Glades II age.

In this pit were recovered the first St. Johns Checkstamped sherds found
during this excavation. This sherd is a Glades III type, and proves that the
site originally had a later component than our present findings would seem to
indicate. Presumably, this component was removed by bulldozing back in the
1930's-40's. Nothing was found in Unit #3 to contradict the statements made
for Units #1 and #2.

Total potsherds for this pit numbered 430 pieces.
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COMMENTS

The Miami-West India Archaeological Society and the Broward

County Archaeological Society extend their appreciation to Chrysler

Corporation for the privilege of excavating at the Arch Creek Site

for 60 days.

Because of the lack of depth in the present pits 
we need to

extend our range of excavations at least 200 sq. ft. in 5' x 20' ft.

pits. It is hoped that by so doing we will be able to find evidence

which will significantly push back the age of site occupation.

Vandalism and pilferage haveoccurred at this site, but they are

minimal. It is hoped that roped barriers erected by the Field Director

will prevent any further occurrence of this nature at this site.

Excavations are proceeding as planned. Each day's digging reveals

more and more of the life style of these fascinating people, the Tequesta

Indians.

' Field Director

Submitted by:

Asst. Field Director.

President

` Vice President

Secretary
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Miami
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Miami
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